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The UCSB campus is clean as

a whistle. a cluster of modem
buildings facing an inlei of the
sparkling Pacific. Carefree, well-
proponioned students with
shocks of sun-blached hair whiz
along on skateboards. The idyllic
scene is troubled only by a few
mtrsive thunderheads dakening
the crystal blue sky, and a
graf fiti-splattered wall
announcing "Neo York."

Inside the University Art
Museum, a suwey of 140 works
by 60 aflisLs. orgmized by phyllis
Plous, reveals a less sanguine
view of the world. The paintings,
sculpture. photographs and
installations are drawn from
galleries in the East Village, the
mean streets around Tompkins
Square where private enterprise
has recently consisted primarily
of drug dealing. The artists and
the galleries there have receiyed
so much media attention over
the past four years that it is now
a chore to separate the scene
from the art. Bringing the stulf
to Santa Barbara accomplishes
the task, though aspects of the
scene remain. A price list at the
gallery entrance verifies that
much East Village art is
moderalely priced, bur it,s going
up fasr: the range is $30 to
$12,000.

Severed from its context, East
Village art may besr be
summarized by one image: a $30
black-and-white xerox by peter
Nagy, co-owner of Nature Morte
Gallery. Enteilainment Erases
Hrstor.l, borrows a standard art
historical time line tracing art
movements from dada to new
realism, artists from Duchamp to
Estes, but replaces the

by Hunter
Drohoiowsko
reproductions of their work
with drawings of televisions,
radios, telephones, tape
recorders, VCRs, Walkmans,
cordless phones, and so forth.

The East Village art sc€ne was
bom ac mtertainmenl - the
term "cubise" replaced by
"clubism" * cotr(?ntJetffl
around Danceteria, * gallery

The &Hour Day by Peter Nagy.

named Fun, and some talented
young artists who wanted to
create their own history by
rtrreating the open ambience of
Soho in rhe'60s. They faced the
impossibility of forging new
movements on purely formal
terms and launched into the
"neos": nffxprsionim, neo-
surrealism, neo-assemblage, nm-
pop, neo-dada, and graffiti. All

of this is included in the
exhibition, ald fully 50 percent
looks pretty hackneyed. But there
are frlie moments, too, from artists
who've emerged becaus of the
scerrc and in spite of it.

One such painting is Sue Coe's
Creed, a pack of hunters
distorted in the mener of EI
Greco, roaming the nocturnal
countryside, blaJting at bear and
deer, leaving McDonsld's
srapper$ and beer srns in their
wake. Nicolas Moufarreges
contributes the pcnuhimate
painting by an anis/critic.
Three panels of metatlic paint,
glitter and embroidery feature
Spideman, the Hulk, and the
Statue of Liberty, all looking on
as the horse from Guernr'ca cries
out, "Wly, Brad Darling, this
painting is a masterpiece! Why
soon you'll have all of New
York clamoring for your work.',
The lift from an early
Lichtenstein painting is duly
remgnired by the title, Three for
Roy, and is abundant evidence
of the freedom to appropriate
styles which dominates this
show. More cartoon images are
used by Marilyn Minter and
Christopher Kohlhofer in
Thursday, June 14, 1984, a
chaotic scene of the Green
Archtr, a galloping daimatian
and tumbling orange chairs, all
being pummeled by colored hail

I could go on: Gretchen
Bender's photo-combination of
colored abstractions, corpses and
a surreal eyeball popping from a
woman's face; Louis Renzoni,s
evocatiYe, dark mysteries like
Nursg her injection needle
gleaming in the obscurity;
Rodney Alan Greenblat,s cozv
fireplace and other faux-
domesticities. All made the trip
worthwhile, and stood on their
own, away from the usual h1Ae.
Which of these artists will
become attached to art his1ory is
anyone's guess. Meanwhile, they
provide entertainment. (At the
University An Museum, U.C.
Smta Bilbara, through
Dec€mber 16.)
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Although months have passed,

most of us still remember the
Olympics as an exciting time,
when even those who are morally
opposed to exercise found
themselves tuned in to the
equestrian competition or
cheering for Greg Louganis. The
Olympics, bsing an event of
great social, political and
philosophical complexity, gave
everyone something to think and
to talk about. It is hard,
therefore, lo understand whv
five of the ten photographer;
selected by MOCA and the L.A.
Cenrer for Photographic Studies
to document the Olympics came
back with such incredibly boring
pictures. My aging aunt could do
better.

Louis Carlos Bernal
photographed people in funny
clothes. Unfortunately, the
clothes were not funny enough.
Frank Stewart took pictures of
the spectators as they cheered
their own countrymen. Another
disappointment. Charles Traub

tried to document the spectators
as well, More yawns. Robert
Buitron chose a potentially
compelling subject - the victory
ceremonies - md did absolutely
nothing with it. The small black-
and-white prints are evidence
that he took the money and ran.
Jack Camell's photographs of
athletes warming up tre just
plain dull.

The tragedy is that the inferior
photographs sap all the life out
of the show, in spite of fine
attempts by the other
photographers. They are like the
bad supponing cast of a play
trying to sabotage the efforts of
the leads. Relief comes in the
room devoted to Jo Ann Callis.
Her very large (39-by-30 inch)
black-and-white images of the

Mac D. Unive6ity ol Calitorni., Los Angelc by Jo Ann Caltis.
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John irfahl is best known as a

photographer who builds visual
puns into his pictures, such as a
strip of lace on a beach to
simulate the frothy whire edge of
the oc€an. In a dig at Ansel
Adams' most famous picture,
Moonisc Over Hemndel Pfahl
substituted a tin plate for the
moon and dtled lr'spicture "Pie
Pan over Hernandez."

Thcse most recent
photographs, however, provide a
hard, wry look at a serious
subject. The glorious American
landscape - from se to shining
sea - is the backdrop to plmts
for nuclear or electrical po\+er.
The sites of the nuclear power
generators are the most
frightening - silos of potential
dstruction in New York,
Pennsylvania, Florida, Idaho,
Oregon, Washington, Arizona
and California.

Trojan Nuclear Plnt,
Columbia River, Oregon depicts
a white tower belching volumes
of white steam upwards against a
gray, clouded sky. A sullen river
snakes past in the foreground.
The scene has overtones of lgth-
century romantic painting, but
the role of the unpredictable

foroc of nature has here been
replaced by the tower, a symbol
of man's attempts to control
nature. In Rancho Seco Nuclear
Plart, Sailamento, the tower
stands as a monolithic temple in
the desert. Sunlight explodes
through the clouds as though the
heavenly word were radiatins
from the top of the tower.

Pfahl uses such visual ploys to
redirect our attention to the role
energy has come to play in our
lives and in our futures.
Sometimes, he will use a ,,pretty
picture" cliche in ironic
jutaposition to dangerous sites
of nuclear power. San Onofre
Nuclear Generating Station, San
C/emerre is just a dome and a
cluster of buildings at the end of
a long stretch of empty beach; at
the edge of the frame is the
Pacific Ocean, glittering pink ar
sunset. Pfahl is pulling the
viewer into the superficially

'eassuring scenes, only to slap
him awake with the reality of the
"po*er places."

In all of these pictures, pfahl
conveys a world reduced to
nature and energy, isolated from
people and civilization. He is
saying that these are tie two
issues - the hreplaceable beauty
of our land versus the interests
of those who insist we need
nucletr power, In other words,
it's the inrerests of the few
endangering those of the
majority, or business as usual.
(At the L.A. County Museum,
through December 30).

Ginaa Nucl@r Plant, Lake Ontsrio, I{ew yotk by Joh; ptahl.

Olympic lockers.and training
rooms, shower stalls and dorms
while empry are a refreshing
glimpse of reality. Eerily, one is
reminded of certain still
photographs taken after the
liberation of Auschwitz. Callis
provides the welcome antidote to
all the glitz and glamour we saw
on ABC. Peter Reiss, too,
coDcentrates on the down side
with black-and-white portraits of
the losers - the ones we didn,t
see intetriewed and celebrated.
Dressed in street clothes, their
expressions withdrawn, we see
the athletes ro less Olyrnpian and
more painfully human.

Bonnie Donahue selected her
images from a videotape of the
controversial women's
3,000-meter run. Text
superimposed on grids of rhe
images tells the complicated tale
of losers Mary Deker and Zola
Budd, and of the winner,
Maricia Puica. Jim Dow's
panoramic combination
photographs of vaent Olyrnpic

stadiums are frankly noble and
lovely. His is the most flattering
picture of the Rose Bowl, taken
on the only smogless day in
Pasadena.

Robert Cumming succeeds
where others fail in
photographing behind the scenes.
Conentraling on equipment or
the action at the edge of the
event, he captured the ambient
suneality of the Olympics.
Archery bows, or a four-man
scull, reveal tbe high technology
that p€rmeates contemporary
athletics. My favorite is the
picture of the scoring equipment
for fencing - two striped plastic
columns attached by yards of
wire to m electronic box
monitoring this ilcient and most
elegant of sports.

The catalogue for the show
has bcen handsomely produced
and is worthwhile if only for the
smafl essay by Peter Schjeldahl.
(A1 the Museum of
Contemporary An, through
January 6.)
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